Welcome to Mantis

Mantis curated hotels, eco-lodges and waterways are travel experiences located all over the world. Sustainable travellers have been enjoying eco-tourism, safaris and adventure travel with Mantis since 2000. Rooted in conservation, Mantis pursues sustainable business practices and develops tourism products that are respectful of the environment and communities in which they operate.

Mantis consistently curates, collects and discovers destinations and experiences that stir the soul, defy expectation and live in the heart forever. We believe that rarities must be protected and we achieve our sustainability goals through Mantis Impact Experiences and our foundation, Community Conservation Fund Africa (CCFA).

Our Collection

Please note, these links are valid until 02 November 2021

SOUTHERN AFRICA & ST. HELENA ISLAND
- Mantis No5 Boutique Art Hotel Information Pack
- Mantis Founder’s Lodge Information Pack
- Oceana Beach & Wildlife Reserve Information Pack
- Perai Valley Hotel by Mantis Information Pack
- Hazendal Wine Estate Information Pack
- Vivari Hotel & Spa by Mantis Information Pack
- Mantis St. Helena Information Pack

NAMIBIA & BOTSWANA
- Feline Fields by Mantis Information Pack
- Zambezi Queen by Mantis Information Pack
- Chobe Princesses by Mantis Information Pack
- Ichingo Chobe River Lodge by Mantis Information Pack

RWANDA
- Mantis Akagera Game Lodge Information Pack
- Mantis Epic Hotel & Suites Information Pack
- Mantis Kivu Marina Bay Hotel Information Pack
- Mantis Kivu Queen Uburanga Information Pack

TANZANIA
- Siringit Serengeti Camp by Mantis Information Pack
- Siringit Villa by Mantis Information Pack
- Siringit Migration Camp Information Pack
- Nungwi Dreams by Mantis - Zanzibar Information Pack

GLOBAL - UNITED KINGDOM, COSTA RICA & ANTARCTICA
- Draycott by Mantis - London Information Pack
- Origins Lodge by Mantis Information Pack
- White Desert Information Pack

MANTIS CONTENT & IMAGE LIBRARY Available Here
MANTIS BROCHURE Available here

STAY UP TO DATE WITH MANTIS NEWS
subscribe to our newsletter here